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The present status quo of the world situation is
just another page of the history of protest. Here we are,
right in the middle of the twentieth century, with the world
being basically divided into two camps: the communist bloc
and the free world. Squeezed in between are the non-
committed Asian and African nations. Since the term "iron
curtain" was coined by Sir Winston Churchill in 1946, the
channel of communication between the communist bloc and the
free world has been deliberately blocked by both parties.
We have known very little of what has been going on behind
the "iron curtain," except as some reports sneeked out by a
few visitors to the communist bloc, the reality of libraries
and librarianship of communist countries has been relatively
unknown to us.
Since the death of Stalin, the cold war between the
communist bloc and the free world has been slowed down a bit.
The tremendous destructive power of nuclear weapons has
forced both parties to be cautious enough not to break the
balance of power without thinking twice. The necessity of
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mutual understanding seems to be felt by the leaders, the
intelligentsia, and the people of both camps. Each of them
knows well that blind hatred could inevitably lead human be¬
ings toward total destruction within a short time.
On January 27, 1958, the Lacy-Zaroubin Agreement
which was an agreement between the United States and the
Soviet Union on exchanges in the cultural, technical, and
educational fields was signed.^ The new exchange agreement
which was signed in Moscow on November 21, 1959, paved the
way for the exchange of visits between American librarians
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and Soviet librarians. The exchange which was scheduled in
the spring of 1961 was the first of its kind. Mutual under¬
standing would positively have been broadened between the
librarians of two camps if more exchanges of this kind could
have been arranged between nations of two camps.
Let us not tell the people behind the curtain: ''We
don't care how you run your libraries." We must realize
that because Russian children's access to books is re¬
stricted that Little Ivan might eventually damage human
^Melville J. Ruggles and Raynard C. Swank, Soviet
Libraries and Librarianship (Chicago: American Library As¬




beings as a whole.^ A new technique of the information re¬
trieval system which has been discovered by a librarian in
the communist bloc might eventually benefit human beings as
a whole. But above all we do care for the people behind the
"iron curtain" because the majority of these people were,
just like us, set in a specific political and socio-economic
system without any self-determination.
The destructive power of the hydrogen bomb is formid¬
able enough, but the destructive power of extreme ideas being
propagated deliberately by any of the major political systems
in the world is ten times as overwhelming as the hydrogen
bomb itself.
This writer sincerely hopes that one day the future
generations of Chengs, Ivans, and Johnnies will be nourished
by a kind of "mental food" without the contamination of im¬
primatur, party-line, and censorship practiced by any ultra¬
extremist group. Only by this can our future generations
have a chance to rise above their inherited environment of
bias and bigotry!
Purpose and Scope
It is the purpose of this study to survey periodical
3G. Alksnis, Gertrude. "Soviet Russian Children's
Libraries: A Survey of Recent Russian Sources," Library
■Quarterly. XXXII (October, 1962), 301.
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literature dealing with libraries and librarianship of com¬
munist countries from 1945 through 1963. This survey is
made with the expectation that it will point out the trends
of libraries and librarianship of the communist countries
shown in the periodicals published in the United States. It
should determine the subjects dealing with libraries and
librarianship on which articles have been written most fre¬
quently and the types of periodicals in which the articles
appear. This investigation might lead to other detailed
studies in regard to the problems of developing and adminis¬
tering libraries of the communist countries.
The year 1945 is selected as a beginning date for
the study because all dommunist countries except the Soviet
Union sprang up like mushrooms after the end of World War II.
This study deals with an analysis of 149 articles which ap¬
peared during the 19-year period, 1945 through 1963, and it
includes those articles dealing with libraries and librarian-
ship of communist countries which appeared in library and.non¬
library periodicals published in the United States.
Methodology
1 2Education Index, Library Literature. International
^Education Index (New York: H. W. Wilson Company,
1945-1963),
2
Library Literature (New York: H. W. Wilson Company,
1945-1963).
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Index to Periodicals.^ and Readers' Guide to Periodical Lit-
erature were searched to locate articles pertaining to
libraries and librarianship of communist countries. One
hundred and forty-nine articles were found for inclusion in
the study. These articles were read and the bibliographic
information and detailed content notes for each were recorded
on 5" X 8" cards.
Only those articles which appeared after the date of
proclamation or the date of consolidation of power of the
communist countries were chosen (see Table 1).
TABLE 1
DATES OF PROCLAMATION FOR THE
COMMUNIST COUNTRIES
Communist Countries Date of Proclamation
Albanian People's Republic ....... May 7, 1946
Bulgarian People's Repioblic Sept. 15, 1946
China, People's Republic of, Oct. 1, 1949
Cuban People's Republic Jan. 1, 1959
Czechoslovakia People's Republic . . . Feb. 25, 1948
Germany Democratic Republic ..... Oct. 7, 1949
Hungary People's Repioblic ...... May 15, 1949
Korean Democratic Republic Nov. 29, 1945
Poland People's Republic . June 28, 1945
Rumania People's Republic April 14, 1948
Yugoslavia Federal People's Republic . Nov. 29,1945
^International Index to Periodicals (New York: H. ¥.
Wilson Company, 1945-1963).
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Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature (New York:
H. W. Wilson Company, 1945-1963).
6
Those articles dealing with the libraries and libra-
rianship of the Soviet Union were not chosen by the date of
proclamation nor the date of consolidation of power, but
with the year of 1945.
This study attempts to reveal a systematic analysis
of articles on libraries and librarianship of the communist
countries. The first step in the analysis of the 149 arti¬
cles was to show the frequency with which these articles ap¬
peared in specific periodicals. Next, the nxmber of arti¬
cles published in each year from 1945 through 1963 was
charted.
The third step was the analysis of the subject con¬
tent of the articles. For this purpose a checklist was con¬
structed from the subjects covered in the articles as they
were read and from subject headings used in Library Litera¬

























The contents of the articles as revealed by the
checklist were discussed including the frequency with which
the topics and ideas appeared in periodical articles indexed
1 2
in Education Index, Library Literature, International Index
3
to Periodicals, and Readers' Guide to Periodical Litera¬
ture,^ 1945-1963.
The topics and ideas are discussed in Chapter II and
Chapter III. The articles are referred to by numbers as they
appear in the annotated bibliography which constitutes
Chapter IV.
In the annotated bibliography^ the articles are ar¬
ranged first by countries, second by year of publication, and
third by numerical order of the articles dealing with the
same country. Each communist country is designated by a
^Education Index, op. cit.
Library Literature, op. cit.
3 International Index to Periodicals, op. cit.
4
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, op. cit.
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capital letter of the alphabet. Two Arabic nmtibers are used
to represent the publication year of the article. Small
letters of the alphabet are used to indicate the numerical
order of the articles dealing with the same country. Thus
the designated number of an article, P46c, indicates:
(1) that this article deals with the Poland People's
Republic;
(2) that this article was p\iblished in 1946; and
(3) that this article is third among those articles
which deal with the Poland People's Republic
published in 1946.
The symbols used to designate the countries about
which the articles are written are listed below:
Albanian People's Republic . ... A
Bulgarian People's Republic . . B
China, People's Republic of ........ C
C\iban People's Republic . . Cu
Czechoslovakia People's Repiiblic . . . . . . Cz
Germany Democratic Republic ... G
Hungary People's Repiiblic . . . . . . . . . H
Korean Democratic Repoiblic ......... K
Poland People's Republic P
Riimania People's" Repiiblic . . R
Soviet Union ........... S
Yugoslavia Federal People's Republic . . . . Y
CHAPTER II
GENERAL ANALYSIS OF ARTICLES ON LIBRARIES
AND LIBRARIANSHIP IN THE COMMUNIST
COUNTRIES, 1945-1963
Analysis of Articles on Libraries and
Librarianship in the Communist
Countries by Year of
Piiblication
An examination of Education Index,^ Library Litera-
2 3
ture. International Index to Periodicals, and Readers/
4
Guide to Periodical Literature from 1945 through 1963 re¬
vealed that 149 articles on libraries and librarianship of
the communist countries were published in 25 periodicals.
Nineteen of these articles were pxiblished in 1962 which was
the largest number for any one year of the period covered in
the study. Sixteen articles were published in 1959, 1960,
and 1961. Thirteen were published in 1958, 12 in 1963, 10 in
1956, nine in 1946. Eight were piiblished in 1955 and in 1957.
^Education Index, op. cit.
2
Library Literature, op. cit.
3 International Index to Periodicals, op. cit.
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Five were published in 1945, three each in 1951, 1952, 1953,
and 1954. Two were published in 1947 and in 1948. One was
published in 1950 (see Table 2). No articles were found in
1949. There is an increase in the number of articles pub¬
lished between the years of 1945 and 1946. The number of
piiblications decreases during the years of 1947-1949, and in¬
creases between the years of 1949 and 1950. The number of
articles published each year remains constant from 1951
through 1954 with three articles appearing each year. There
is an increase in the number of articles published during
the years of 1954-1956. The number of publications decreases
between the years of 1956 and 1957, and increases during the
years of 1957-1962. The number of articles published each
year remains constant from 1959 through 1961 with 16 arti¬
cles appearing each year. There is a decrease between the
years of 1962 and 1963.
Analysis of Articles on Libraries and
Librarianship in the Communist
Countries by Periodical
Of the 149 articles analyzed for this study, the
largest nTunber, 34, were published in Library Journal; 25
were ptiblished in UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries; 16 in
Library Quarterly; 15 in Library of Congress. Information
Bulletin; 10 in American Documentation; eight in Wilson
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TABLE 3
LIST OF JOURNALS AND NUMBER OF ARTICLES
FOUND IN EACH ON LIBRARIES AND
LIBRARIANSHIP IN THE
COMMUNIST COUNTRIES
Title of Journal Number of Articles
Library Journal 34
UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries . 25
Library Quarterly 16
Library of Congress. Information Bulletin . 15
American Documentation ........... 10
Wilson Library Bulletin .... . 8
College & Research Libraries 7
Publishers' Weekly 5
Special Libraries 5
American Library Association. Bulletin ... 4
District of Columbia Libraries ....... 2
Library Resources & Technical Services ... 2
Music Library Association Notes 2
New York Library Association. Bulletin ... 2
Saturday Review ....... 2
School Libraries 2
Alabama Librarian .............. 1
American Slavic and Eastern European Review . 1
Arkansas Libraries .... 1
Bookmark .................. 1
Bookmark (Idaho) . 1 ,
Journal of Central European Affairs ..... 1
Medical Library Association. Bulletin ... 1
Modern Language Journal 1
Ohio Library Association. Bulletin 1
Total 149
Library Bulletin; six in College & Research Libraries; five
in Publishers' Weekly; five in Special Libraries; four in
American Library Association. Bulletin; two in District of
Columbia Libraries; two in Library Resources & Technical
Services; two in Music Library Association Notes; two in New
13
York Library Association. Bulletin; two in Saturday Review;
two in School Libraries; and one in each of the remaining
periodicals (see Table 3).
Analysis of Articles on Libraries and
Librarianship in the Communist
Countries by Types of
Libraries
Among the 149 articles analyzed for this study, mis¬
cellaneous types of libraries (designated in Table 4 as li¬
braries in general) were treated in 97 articles; public li¬
braries were treated in 25 articles; college and university
libraries were treated in seven articles; special libraries
were treated in seven articles; technical libraries were
treated in four articles; children's libraries were treated
in three articles; medical libraries were treated in two
TABLE, 4
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH TYPES OF LIBRARIES ARE
TREATED IN ARTICLES ON LIBRARIES AND
LIBRARIANSHIP IN THE
COMMUNIST COUNTRIES
Types of Libraries Number of Articles
Libraries in General 97
Public Libraries 25
College and University Libraries 7
Special Libraries . 7
Technical Libraries 4
Children's Libraries .... ... 3





articles; music libraries were treated in two articles; and,
school libraries were in two articles (see Table 4).
Analysis of Articles on Libraries and
Librarianship in the Communist
Countries by Phases of
Library Seryice
Of the 149 articles analyzed for this study, libra¬
ries in general were treated in 48 articles; public libraries
were treated in 17 articles; general bibliography was treated
in 13 articles; national bibliography was treated in 13 arti¬
cles; cataloging was treated in 10 articles; documentation
was treated in eight articles; documentation centers were
treated in six articles; special libraries were treated in
six articles; college and uniyersity libraries were treated
in five articles; education for librarianship was treated in
five articles; library schools were treated in five articles;
catalogs were treated in four articles; children's library
service was treated in three articles; classification was
treated in three articles; librarians were treated in three
articles; librarianship was treated in three articles; tech¬
nical libraries were treated in three articles; interlibrary
loans were treated in two articles; medical libraries were
treated in two articles; music libraries were treated in two
articles; school libraries were treated in two articles;
bibliographical centers were treated in one article; library
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legislation was treated in one article (see Table 5).
TABLE 5
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH PHASES OF LIBRARY
SERVICE WERE TREATED IN ARTICLES ON
LIBRARIES AND LIBRARIANSHIP IN THE
COMMUNIST COUNTRIES
Subject Number of Articles
Libraries 48





Documentation Centers ...... 6
Special Libraries ....... 6
College and University Libraries 5
Education for Librarianship 5
Library Schools 5
Catalogs ..... 4




Technical Libraries . 3
Interlibrary Loans . . 2






*In some of these articles several phases of library
service were treated in the same article; therefore, the
total number of articles in this table, 165, is different
from the total number of articles, 149, in Tables 2, 3
and 4.
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Analysis of Articles on Libraries and
Librarianship in the Communist
Countries by Countries
Among the 149 articles analyzed for this study, the
largest number, 92, deal with the Soyiet Union; 12 deal with
the Czechosloyakia People's Republic; 11 with Poland People's
Republic; 10 with Hungary People's Republic; seyen with the
Germany Democratic Repxiblic; five with the Bulgaria People's
Republic; five with the Cuban People's Republic; five with
the Yugoslavia Federal People's Republic; three with the
People's Republic of China, and one with each of the remaining
TABLE 6
NUMBER OF ARTICLES ON LIBRARIES AND
LIBRARIANSHIP IN THE COMMUNIST
COUNTRIES BY COUNTRIES
Communist Countries Number of Articles
Soviet Union ... ...... 92
Czechoslovakia People's Republic 12
Poland People's Republic .......... 11
Hungary People's Republic ... 10
Germany Democratic Republic 7
Bulgaria People's Republic 5
Cuban People's Republic . 5
Yugoslavia Federal People's Republic .... 5
China, People's Republic of, 3
Albanian People's Republic 1
Korean Democratic Repiiblic 1
Rumania People's Republic 1
Total 153*
*In some of these articles several communist
countries were treated in the same article; therefore, the
total number of articles in this table, 153, is different
from the total number of articles, 149, in Tables 2, 3
and 4.
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communist countries (see Table 6).
Analysis of Articles on Libraries and
Librarianship in the Communist
Countries by Periodical
Indexes
Of the 149 articles analyzed for this study, the
largest number, 142, appeared in Library Literature^; 35 were
2
listed in Readers^' Guide to Periodical Literature ; eight in
3
the International Index to Periodicals ; and three in Edu-
4
cation Index (see Table 7).
TABLE 7
NUMBER OF ARTICLES ON LIBRARIES AND
LIBRARIANSHIP IN THE COMMUNIST
COUNTRIES BY PERIODICAL
INDEXES
Periodical Index Number of Articles
Library Literature ... 142
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature . . 35
International Index to Periodicals 88
Education Index .............. 4
Total 188*
*Since in many cases the same article appeared in
more than one periodical index, the total number of arti¬
cles in this table, 188, is different from the total niim-
ber of articles, 149, in Tables 2, 3 and 4.
^Library Literature, op. ctt.
2
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, op. cit.
3 International Index to Periodicals, op. cit.
4
Education Index, op. cit.
CHAPTER III
SURVEY OF ARTICLES ON LIBRARIES AND
LIBRARIANSHIP IN THE COMMUNIST
COUNTRIES FROM 1945-1963
Bibliographical Centers
One article or 0.67 per cent of the 149 articles
analyzed deals with bibliographical centers. A variety of
activities performed by the Bibliographical Institute of the
People's Federative Republic of Yugoslavia is reported in
this article. It is said that this institute published most
of the major bibliographical materials of Yugoslavia (Y59b).
Bibliography
Of the 149 articles analyzed, 14 or 9.39 per cent
deal with general bibliography. There are ten articles
which are concerned with Russian bibliography (S53p) (S57ab)
(S58ai) (S58aj) (S58am) (S59as) (S60ax) (S60bh) (S63cm)
(S63cn). Two articles deal with Czechoslovakian bibliography
(Cz56e) (Cz57h). One article deals with Bulgarian biblio¬
graphy (B59d), and one with East German bibliography (G58c).
Bibliography. National
Twelve articles or 8.05 per cent of the 149 analyzed
18
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deal with national bibliography. Four articles deal with
Russian national bibliography (S53p) (S59as) (S59at) (SGlbr).
Czechoslovakian (Cz51b) (Cz57h) and East German (G61d)
(G63f) national bibliography are treated in two articles
each. One article each is devoted to the national biblio¬
graphy of Albania (A55a), Bulgaria (B59e)^ Poland (P59g) and
Yugoslavia (Y50a).
Cataloging
Of the 149 articles analyzed, nine or 6.04 per ceht
deal with cataloging. There are six articles which are con¬
cerned with cataloging in the Soviet Union (S48m) (S54q)
(S55t) (S57ab) (S58ae) (S61bn). Two articles deal with
cataloging in East Germany (G52a) (G62e). Only one article
deals with cataloging in Poland (P55d). The revision of
cataloging as carried out in East Gemany, Poland, and
Russia (G52a) (P55d) (S55t) is treated in three articles.
Catalogs
Of the four articles treating catalogs, two deal with
catalogs in Russia (S61bn) (S63cf); one with catalogs in East
Germany (G62e); and one with catalogs in Hungary (H51b).




Three articles or 2.01 per cent of the 149 analyzed,
deal with children's library service. All of these articles
are concerned with children's library service in Russia.
The Soviet children's librarian is said to be a state of¬
ficial charged with indoctrinating the young according to
policies prescribed by the Central Committee of the Com¬
munist Party (SSlbp) (S62br) (S63ck)
Classification
Of the four or 2.68 per cent of the 149 articles
that deal with classification, one describes classification
in Czechoslovakia (Cz56e); three treat classification in
Russia (S471) (S59ar) (S56y). The Soviet classification
system is being officially propagated in Czechoslovakia.
College and University Libraries
Six articles or 4.03 per cent of the 149 analyzed,
deal with college and university libraries. Three articles
are concerned with college and university libraries in the
Soviet Union (S57ac) {S59ar) (S62cc). One article deals
with college and university libraries in Hungary (H62j). One
article deals with college and university libraries in Poland
(P46a). One article deals with college and university libra¬
ries in Yugoslavia (y63d). The Soviets are said to place a
21
high, premium on libraries of institutions of higher learning
(S59ar). In Hungary, university libraries are said to face
very basic and serious problems and must find a compromise
between the essential interests of the universities and the
omnipptent party line {H62j).
Documentation
Of the eight articles treating documentation, four
deal with Russian documentation (S54s) (S57aa) (S58ah)
(S59ao); two articles deal with Hungarian doc\imentation and
Yugoslavian documentation (H51a) (H55c); one article deals
with Czechoslovakian documentation (Cz57i); one article deals
with Rumanian documentation (R60a). Russians are emphasizing
the great importance of the problems of utilizing the world's
scientific and technical information (S59ao). In Yugoslavia
as well as in Hungary great efforts are made to document sci¬
ence material issued at home and abroad (H55c).
Documentation Centers
Five articles or 3.35 per cent of the 149 analyzed,
deal with dociuaentation centers. There are two articles
which are concerned with documentation centers in Hungary
(H60g) (H62i). One article deals with the Educational Docu¬
mentation Center which is attached to the UNESCO Regional
Office in the Western Hemisphere at Havana, Cuba (Cu62d).
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One article deals with the Technical Documentation Center of
Czechoslovakia (Cz53c), and another with the new technical
documentation centers in Poland (P61h).
Education for Librarianship
Seven or 4.69 per cent of the articles are concerned
with the education of librarians. Three articles contain in¬
formation about library schools in Russia (S59ap) (S59au)
(S62cd). One article contains a discussion of the School of
Librarianship of Havana University in Cuba (Cu58a). Another
describes the training of librarians in Czechoslovakia
(Cz57g). Library schools in East Germany is the subject of
one article (G62e) and library education in Hungary is the
subject of another article (H56e).
Interlibrary Loans
Of the two or 1.34 per cent of the articles treating
interlibrary loans; one article is concerned with the role
the Lenin State Library played in international library loan
service (S60bi). West Germany is said to provide inter-
library loan service for East Germany (G52a).
Librarians
Two articles or 1.34 per cent of the 149 analyzed.
deal with Russian librarians. Russian librarians are said
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to be used skillfully by the Central Committee of the
Bolshevik Party (S52n). Contact between American scholars
and Russian librarians is mentioned in the other article
(S57ad).
Librarianship
Of the five or 3.35 per cent of the articles treat¬
ing librarianship; three deal with librarianship in Russia
(S45a) (S60b) (S61bo). One article deals with librarianship
in East Germany (G55b). The Soviet librarians have enriched
the profession of library science with their contributions
to research (S60ay).
Libraries
Of the 149 articles analyzed, 51 or 34.2 per cent
deal with libraries in general. Thirty-eight of these arti¬
cles deal with Russian libraries (S45b) (S45c) (S45d) (S46f)
(S46j) (S46i) (S53o) (S54r) (S56v) (S56w) (S57z) (S58al)
(S58am) (S59an) (S59av) (S59aw) (S60az) (S60ba) (S60bd)
(S60be) (SeObf) (S61bq) (S61bj) (S61bk) (S61bl) (S61bm)
(seibs) (seibt) (seibu) (S62bx) (S62by) (S62ca) (S62ce)
(S63cg) (S63ch) (S63ci) (S63cj) (S63cl). Four articles deal
with Polish libraries (P46b) (P46c) (P58f) (P62i). Three
articles deal with libraries in Red China (C52a) (C60b)
(C62c). Three articles deal with Bulgarian libraries (B46a)
24
(B55b) (B56e). Two articles deal with Czechoslovakian li¬
braries (Cz56f) (Cz61j). One article deals with Hungarian
libraries (H61h). One article deals with libraries in North
Korea (K62a). Russian libraries and Polish libraries are
reported to have suffered from deliberate destruction by the
German invaders during the World War II (P46b) (S46j). The
Korean War severely hurt libraries in South Korea as well as
in North Korea (K62a).
Library Legislation
One article or 0.67 per cent of the 149 analyzed
deals with library legislation in Hungary {H56d). A decree
passed by the Presidium of the Hungarian People's Republic
places libraries under a unified, comprehensive regulation.
Medical Libraries
Two articles or 1.34 per cent of the 149 analyzed
deal with medical libraries. One article deals with medical
libraries in Russia (S58ak). The other article deals with
medical libraries in Yugoslavia (y59c).
Music Libraries
Of the two articles treating music libraries, one
article is concerned with a systematic inventory of the pres¬
ent condition of older musical source material, both printed
25
and manuscript, preserved in the music libraries of
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, and Poland (Cz621); the other
article reports the tremendous wealth of the music collec¬
tions in some major music libraries of Moscow and Leningrad
(Seibn).
Public Libraries
Fifteen articles or 10.07 per cent of the 149 ana¬
lyzed deal with public libraries. Seven articles deal with
Russian libraries (S46i) (S56x) (S56u) (S57z) (S59aq) (S62bw)
(S62bz). Three articles deal with Cuban public libraries
(Cu59b) (Cu62c) (Cu63e). Two articles deal with
Czechoslovakian public libraries (Cz48a) (Cz61k). One arti¬
cle deals with p\iblic libraries being organized for the
workers of the hydraulic power project at Batak in Bulgaria
(B56c). Development of public libraries in Hungary is
mentioned in one article (H56e). One article deals with
public libraries in Poland (P55e).
School Libraries
Of the two or 1.34 per cent of the articles treating
school libraries, one article gives general information on
Soviet school libraries (S58af); the other article deals
with school libraries in the Soviet Union and various aspects




Six articles or 4.03 per cent of the 149 analyzed
deal with special libraries. Four articles deal with special
libraries in Russia (S45e) (S46g) (S46h) (S62cb). One arti¬
cle deals with the libraries of the castles in Czechoslovakia
(Gz55d). One article deals with special libraries in
Hungary (H62i).
Technical Libraries
Of the 149 articles analyzed, three or 2.01 per cent
deal with technical libraries. Of two articles treating
technical libraries in Russia, one article deals with engi¬
neering libraries (S60bg), the other article deals with
metallurgical libraries (SSObb). Hungarian technical libra¬
ries are mentioned in one article (H59f).
Summary
The survey of the 149 periodical articles dealing
with libraries and librarianship in communist countries from
1945 through 1963, reveals the frequency of occurrence of
the subjects included in the checklist used to analyze the
articles. As indicated in,Table 8 the subjects in the check¬
list were discussed 164 times in the 149 articles. As is
27
TABLE 8
SUMMARY OF THE FREQUENCY WITH WHICH TOPICS









Bibliographic Centers 1 0.67
Bibliography 14 9.39
Bibliography, National 12 8.05
Cataloging 9 6.04
Catalogs 4 2.68
Children's Library Service 3 2.01
Classification 4 2.68
College and University Libraries 6 4.03
Documentation 8 5.36
Docxuaentation Centers 5 3.35
Education for Librarianship 7 4.69




Library Legislation 1 0.67
Medical Libraries 2 1.34
Music Libraries 2 1.34
Public Libraries 15 10.07
School Libraries 2 1.34
Special Libraries 6 4.03
Technical Libraries 3 2.01
shown in Table 8 discussions of individual libraries and
library systems in general occurred 51 times. Discussions
of Bibliography and of Public Libraries were rated second
and third in terms of frequency of treatment.
The largest number of articles 19 or 12.75 per cent
were published in 1962, with 92 or 61.74 of them being
28
published during the period of 1958 through 1963 (see
Table 2). The Library Journal published the largest number
of articles on libraries and librarianship in communist
countries, 34 or 22 per cent, with the UNESCO Bulletin for
Libraries publishing 25 or 16.7 per cent of the articles,
the second largest number (see Table 3).
More than 60 per cent of the articles deal with li¬
braries and librarianship in Russia (see Table 6). One
hundred and forty-two or 95.3 per cent of the articles were
indexed in Library Literature.
As a result of reading and analyzing these 149 arti¬
cles pertaining to libraries and librarianship in communist
countries, it is evident that efforts are being made by each
of these communist countries to organize unified library
systems; to use libraries as instruments in propagating the
decisions of the communist party; to disseminate scientific
knowledge to the masses of people in order to support their
planned industries; and to take advantage of Western sci¬
entific developments through docximentation. This is manifested
in the various articles which mention the reorganization of
library systems, roles played by librarians, statistics of
library service, and functions of documentation centers.
CHAPTER IV
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARTICLES ON LIBRARIES
AND LIBRARIANSHIP IN THE COMMUNIST COUNTRIES
AS LISTED IN EDUCATION INDEX. INTERNATIONAL
INDEX TO PERIODICALS, LIBRARY LITERATURE
AND READERS" GUIDE TO PERIODICAL
LITERATURE. 1945-1963
A55a "Albanian National Bibliography," Library of Congress
Information Bulletin. XIV (March 14, 1955, 9.
Report of the national bibliography of
Albania and a bibliography of works dealing
with Albania which was being prepared by the
National Library in Tirans.
B46a Childs, J. B., "Bulgarian Libraries," Library Journal.
LXXI (December 1, 1946), 1727.
Tells the losses suffered by Bulgarian
libraries and the, Bulgarian librarians' ef¬
forts to prepare a national bibliography.
B55b Dobrev, G. M., "Library Organization in Bulgaria,"
UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries, IX (August-
September, 1955), 161-164.
Discusses different types of libraries
in Bulgaria: libraries coming under the
Ministry of Culture, public reading rooms,
libraries of the professional unions, and
libraries dependent on the Ministry of Edu¬
cation.
B56c Mateeva, T., "Libraries and the Hydraulic Power Pro¬
ject at Batak," UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries.
X (August-September, 1956), 185-187.
Report of the libraries organized for the
workers of the hydraulic power project at
Batak in Bulgaria. A great effort was being
made to attract new readers.
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B59d Borov, T., "Bibliographical Activities in Bulgaria,
1955-58," UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries.
XIII (July, 1959), 151-153.
General information on the Bibliograph¬
ical Institute is responsible for the Marxist
Leninist bibliography. The Central Library
of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences is re¬
sponsible for the bibliography of the dif¬
ferent siibjects dealt with by the Academy's
various scientific institutes.
B59e Maichel, K., "Bulgarian National Bibliography:
Historical Review," Library (^arterly. XXIX
(January, 1959), 43-47.
Traces the history of Bulgarian national
bibliography. Both the pioneer works of
Shopov and Jirecek, and the bibliographies
of A. Teodorov-Balan and Valerii Pogorelov,
were described in detail.
C52a Schick, F. L., "Mao Tse-Tung, Library Assistant and
Dictator of Communist China," Wilson Library
Bulletin, XXVII (December, 1952), 298-299.
Describes the youth of Mao Tse-Tung, the
leader of Red China, and his working experi¬
ence in the Peking University as a library
assistant*
C60b Rafikoy, A. K., "In Chinese Libraries," Special
Libraries. LI (December, 1960), 527-532.
General information on Chinese libraries
which are being expanded rapidly under the
regime of Red China.
C62c Kuo, L. T. C., "Libraries in the Far East; Communist
China: Restoration and Expansion," Library
Journal. LXXXVII (November 15, 1962), 4133-
4136.
Report of improvement of Chinese libra¬
ries under the Communist Regime. CLassifica-
tion systems used, the preparation of union
catalogs in various fields, and the library
schools were also mentioned.
Cu58a Massip, Salvador, "School of Librarianship of Havana
University, Cuba," UNESCO Bulletin for
Libraries. XII (February, 1958), 37-39.
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Concerned with the establishment of the
School of Librarianship of Havana University
in 1950. Future plans to recast the curric¬
ulum are also discussed.
Cu59b Webster, Fielder, "Library Built of Sugar; Jose
Marti National Library," Wilson Library
Bulletin. XXXIV (December, 1959), 266+.
Report of the new Cuban "Jose Marti" Na¬
tional Library financed by the Sugar Financ¬
ing Law passed in 1941.
Cu62c Campbell, H. C., "Cuba: Piiblic Libraries and Popular
Adult Education," Library Journal. LXXXVII
(December 15, 1962), 4498-4499.
Deals with the efforts being made by
Castro's regime to raise the standard of
popular culture through the development of
public libraries.
Cu62d "Educational Documentation Centre in Cuba," UNESCO
Bulletin for Libraries. XVI (March, 1962),
107-108.
Describes the functions of the Educational
Documentation Center attached to the UNESCO
Regional Office in the Western Hemisphere, at
Havana, Cuba.
CU63e Deya, L., "Cuba: Public Libraries and Popular Adult
Education, H. C. Campbell; reply." Library
Journal. LXXXVII (April 1, 1963), 1492+.
Criticism of H. C. Campbell's article:
"Ctiba: Public Libraries and Popular Adult
Education." is given by a Cuban library stu¬
dent at Louisiana State University Library
School.
Cz48a Greenaway, Emerson, "A Librarian Looks at Central
Europe," Library Journal. LXXIII (February
15, 1948), 277-280.
Description of the eagerness of the
Polish and Czechoslovakian librarians to re¬
construct the collections of their public
libraries.
Cz51b Horecky, P. L., "Czech National Bibliography,"
Library of Congress Information Bulletin. X
(April 9, 1951), 14.
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Report of the changes being made in the
compilation of the Czechoslovakian National
Bibliography.
Cz53c "Technical Documentation Center of Czechoslovakia,"
Library of Congress Information Bulletin,
XII No. 25 (June 22, 1953), 3.
Concerned with the Technical Dociimenta-
tion Center of Czechoslovakia in which about
2,000 periodicals from all over the world
are abstracted and annotated annually.
Cz55d Lifka, Bohiunir, "Libraries of the Castles of
Czechoslovakia," UNESCO Bulletin for Libra¬
ries, IX (May-June, 1955), 96-97.
Describes the 127 libraries in 71 state-
owned castles in Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia,
and in several other public repositories,
which at present contain a total of 1,013,015
voltmes.
Cz56e Jira, Jaroslav, "Some Recent Developments in Present
Day Czecholvak Librarianship," Library of
Congress Information Bulletin Supplement XV
No. 16 (April 16, 1956), 207-301.
Discussion of the current- bibliographies
and new trends in the classification system
in Czechoslovakia.
Cz56f Motecky, Vaclay, "Library under Communism;
Czechoslovak Libraries from 1948-1954,"
Library Quarterly, XXVI (April, 1956), 105-
117.
A systematic inventory of Czechoslovak
libraries under the Communist regime from
1948 through 1954. The author suggests that
recent developments in Czechoslovakian libra¬
rianship seem to follow in the old traditions.
Cz57g Drtina, Jaroslav, "Library Training in Czechoslovakia,"
UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries. XI (April, 1957),
80-82.
Discusses the training for library work
in Czechoslovakia given at two levels, sec¬
ondary and university.
33
Cz57h Maichel, Karol, "Czechoslovak National Bibliography:
A Historical Sketch," College & Research
Libraries. XVIII (July, 1957), 269-274.
Traces the evolution of Czechoslovakian
national bibliography historically. The
"father of Czech Bibliography," Josef
Jungmann's work and his followers' works are
mentioned in detail.
Cz57i Nemec, Jaroslav, "Documentation of Czechoslovak Law,"
American Documentation. VIII (July, 1957),
181-201.
A descriptive study of the history of
documentation of Czechoslovak law and the
documentation techniques used from 1948 to
1950.
Cz61j "Cooperation Crowing between Czech Librarians and
Puiblishers," Library Journal, LXXXVI (Sep¬
tember 1, 1961), 2768-2769.
Report of Czech librarians who are in¬
vited to the editorial boards of piiblishing
houses and asked to give advice in the annual
reviews of editorial policy.
Cz61k Kase, F. J., "Public Libraries in Czechoslovakia
under the Unified Library System," Library
Quarterly. XXXI (April, 1961), 154-165.
A brief survey of the contemporary public
library system of Czechoslovakia as it oper¬
ates under the provisions of the law con¬
cerning the Unified System of Libraries of
July 9, 1959.
Cz621 Plamenac, Dragan; "Music Libraries in Eastern Europe;
A Visit in the STunmer of 1961," Music Library
Association Notes. XIX 3 Parts: Part I,
Poland - (March, 1962) 217-234; Part II, East
Germany - (June, 1962) 411-420; Part III,
Czechoslovakia - (September, 1962) 584-598.
[All subsequent references to this article,
unless otherwise stated, will be designated
by the same number and the title of the arti¬
cle . ]
A systematic inventory of the present con¬
dition of older musical source material, both
printed and manuscript, preserved in the music
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libraries of Czechoslovakia, East Germany,
and Poland.
G52a Dewton, J. L., "Notes from German Libraries and
German Library Literature," Library of Con¬
gress . Information Bulletin, XI No. 24
(June 9, 1952), 13-14.
Report of interlibrary loan service pro¬
vided for Eastern Germany by Western Germany.
The new cataloging rules for East German
libraries are also discussed.
G55b Kronld, Harvy J., "Librarianship in Eastern Germany,"
Library of Congress. Information Bulletin,
XIV (April 18, 1955), 7-9.
Concerned with official statements re¬
cently made in Eastern Germany which are
frank in their demands for the s\ibordination
of bibliographical work to politics.
G58c Thompson, Lawrence S., "Clarification of German Na¬
tional Bibliography," Library Journal,
LXXXIII (November 15, 1958), 3218-3219.
Discusses the competition between
Eastern Germany and Western Germany in piib-
lishing separate German national biblio¬
graphy.
G61d Moll, William, "German National Bibliographies,"
Library Resources & Technical Services. V
(Fall, 1961), 310-314.
Report of the establishment of a new West
German bibliographical center in Frankfurt
in addition to the traditional book capital
of Leipzig.
G62e Moll, William, "Catalog as a Political Weapon,"
Library Journal. LXXXVII (February 15, 1962),
723-725.
Concerned with East Germany's top admin¬
istrative library official, "Sektorleiter"
Kurt Bruckmann who emerged as the champion
of the classified STibject catalog as opposed
to the alphabetically arranged subject head¬
ing catalog.
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G63f CMcorel, M., "Questions of Completeness [East
German National Bibliography]," Library Re¬
sources & Technical Services. VII (Fall,
1963), 334.
Deals with the omissions and willful
distortion of title abbreviations in East
German bibliography.
H51a Moats, John S., "National Organization for Documen¬
tation in Hungary," Library of Congress.
Information Bulletin, X (February 26, 1951),
12-14.
Outlines the functions of the National
Center of Documentation (ODK) for the imple¬
mentation of the new decree calling for the
expansion of piiblic service of documenta¬
tion.
H51b Schild, Marion L., "Hungarian Union Catalog and
Cataloging Rules," Library of Congress.
Information Bulletin, X (April 23, 1951), 3.
A brief report of the different types of
entries listed by the Kozponti Cimjegyzek
(National Union catalog), and the cataloging
rules it uses.
H55c Beyerly, Elizabeth, "Documentation of Science in
Yugoslavia and Hungary," American Docimienta-
. tion,VI (July, 1955), 151-161.
Report of the great efforts which are
made by the Yugoslavians and the Hungarians
in providing the doc\imentation of science
material issued at home and abroad.
H56d Hencz, A., "Hungary's Libraries," Library Journal,
lioOCI (November 15, 1956), 2647.
Discussion of the decree passed by the
Presidiiam of the Hungarian People's Republic
which places libraries under a unified, com¬
prehensive regulation.
H56e "Library Development in Hungary," UNESCO Bulletin
for Libraries. X (February-March, 1956),
34-35.
General information on the development
of ptiblic libraries and library schools in
Hungary.
36
H59f Szebenyi-Sigmond J., "Libraries and Information
Services behind the Iron Curtain," ikierican
Documentation, X (April, 1959), 108-115.
Gives some idea of the work which goes
on behind the Iron Curtain in the Hungarian
technical and scientific libraries, very
often under rather primitive conditions.
H60g Beyerly, Elizabeth, "Hungarian State Technical
Library (OMK): Its Role in Coordinated
Hungarian Scientific Dociunentation," American
Doctimentation, XI (October, 1960), 296-304.
A detailed description of documentation
activities in Hungary with particular emphasis
upon the work of the Hungarian State Techni¬
cal Library.
H61h Keresztesi, Michael, "Hungary: Thought Control in
Communist Libraries," Wilson Library
Bulletin. XXXV (February, 1961), 439-443.
Concerned with the Communist tactics to
indoctrinate Hungarians through rigid thought
control, censorship, and various restrictions
on the freedom of reading in Hungarian li¬
braries .
H62i Winter, Eva, "Special Libraries and Technical Infor¬
mation, East and West," Special Libraries,
LIII (April, 1962), 194-198.
General information on Hungarian special
libraries and documentation centers with the
conclusion that their problems and tasks are
common with the libraries in the United
States.
H62j Wojatsek, Charles, "Egyetemi IConyvtari Konferencia,
Szeged, 1950, December 10-12 Review," Journal
of Central European Affairs. XXII (October,
1962), 379-380.
Discusses the deliberations of the Na¬
tional Conference of University Libraries
which was held in Szeged, Hungary in 1950.
K62a Burgess, R. S. and Yang, K. P., "Libraries in the
Far East: Kores: the Widening Gulf," Library
Journal. LXXXVII (November 15, 1962), 4137-
4142.
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A survey of libraries both in North Korea
and South Korea. It concludes that the dif¬
ferences in the orientation of library serv¬
ice in the two parts are widening.
P46a "American Books Purchased for Libraries in Poland,"
Publishers^ Weekly, CL (October 5, 1946),
1993.
Report of the Committee for Rehabilita¬
tion of Polish Science and Culture, Inc.,
which has received an appropriation of
$50,000 from the Rockefeller Foundation, for
the purchase of American books destined for
the leading university libraries of Poland.
P46b Bilinska, Helena, "Poland Faces Intellectual Famine,"
Library Journal, LXXI (August, 1946), 1022-
1023.
Describes the destruction of Polish li¬
braries by the German invaders during World
War II. The Polish people's hunger for books
after the War is also mentioned.
P46c Danilewicz, Maria, "Polish Libraries Must Start
Nearly Afresh," Library Journal, LXXI
• (February 15, 1946), 257-259.
A membrandxim on the losses suffered by
Warsaw libraries during and after the Warsaw
Rising j.n 1944-1945.
P55d BienKowski, Wladyslaw, "Revision of Cataloging Rules
in Poland," UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries.
IX (October, 1955), 211-212.
Concerned with the preparation of new
cataloging rules which was recently under¬
taken by the Directorate-General of Polish
Libraries.
P55e "Public Libraries in Poland," UNESCO Bulletin for
Libraries, IX (October, 1955), 205-207.
General information on public libraries
in Poland. Library schools and literacy
campaign were also mentioned.
P58f Frey, Mary M., "Libraries in Poland," Ohio Library
Association Bulletin. XXVIII (April, 1958),
12-14.
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General information on different types of
libraries in Poland.
P59g Maichel, Karol, "Polish National Bibliography,"
College & Research Libraries, XIX (November,
1958), 455-462.
Discussion of the most complete Polish
national bibliographies for different periods.
P61h Wepsiec, Jan, "Documentation in Poland," American
Documentation. XII (October, 1961), 279-284.
Deals with the reorganization of docu¬
mentation services in the field of technology
in Poland in 1960.
P62i "Poland Imprisons Woman Librarian," Library Journal,
LXXXVII (March 15, 1962), 1102-1103.
Report of a university librarian who was
convicted of attempting to smuggle a manu¬
script out of Poland and sentenced by the
Warsaw Provincial Court to one year's im¬
prisonment.
R60a "New Technical Documentation Centre in Rumania,"
UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries, XIV (January,
1960), 36.
Concerned with the Cluj Polytechnic
Institute which is setting up a new techni¬
cal documentation center. Its main task
will be the compilation of a centralized
list of all the relevant documentation held
by local libraries.
S45a Delongaz, Nathalil P., "Some Problems of Soviet
Librarianship as Reflected in Russian Library
Periodicals," Library Quarterly, XV (July,
1945), 213-223.
A brief survey, which is based on a
limited part of Russian library literature,
aims to bring out certain characteristic
problems of Russian public librarianship.
S45b Grigoriev, Konstantin, "Rare Books in the Lenin
Library," Library Journal, LXX (October 1,
1945), 882-883.
An introduction of some of the rare book
collections in the Lenin State Library.
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S45c "New Committee Will Collect Books for Russia,"
Publishers' Weekly. CXXXXVII (June 9, 1945),
2289.
Report of a special committee of Russian
War Relief, Inc., which is known as "Books
for Russia" has been formed for the collec¬
tion of a million English-language classics
for immediate shipment to the Soviet Union.
S45d Reed, Ellen, "Libraries of Russia," Wilson Library
Bulletin. XIX (April, 1945), 554-557.
General information on libraries, insti¬
tute for library science, and. classification
systems in Russia.
S45e Weiser, Harry, "State Library of Foreign Literature
in Moscow," Library Journal. LXX (November 1,1945), 1005-1007.
A short introduction to the State Library
of Foreign Literature in Moscow.
S46f "Big Plans," Library Journal. LXXI (June 15, 1946),
914..
Report of the plan to restore and expand
libraries in Russia under the Five-Year Plan.
S46g Leontiev, F., "Soviet Library of Historical Research,"
College & Research Libraries, VII (January,1946), 24-26.
Discusses the Soviet Library of Historical
Research which was founded in Moscow in 1938.
Two branches of this library which were set
up in the Army hospital and in the Kurskaya
station of the Moscow underground were also
mentioned.
S46h Mizin, M., "Sailors' Libraries," Library Journal.
LXXI (June 15, 1946), 907-908.
Concerned with Russian sailors' libraries
which are set up in different types of ships
from big battleships down to small patrol
boats.
S46i "Russian Libraries Being Restored," Piiblishers'
Weekly. CIL (April 6, 1946), 1945.
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Deals with the Russian effort to restore
libraries destroyed in the devastated sec¬
tions during World War II.
S46j Scott, Masha, "About Russia," District of Columbia
Libraries, XVII (April, 1946), 21-22.
General information on destruction suf¬
fered by Russian libraries during the war
years.
S471 Berthold, A. B., "Survey of Recent Russian Library
Literature," Library Quarterly, XVII (April,
1947), 138-147.
Deals with the changes in Russian Classi¬
fication systems from the Soviet librarian's
viewpoint and touches upon the ideological
background on which most of the changes are
based.
S48m Berthold, A. B., "Union Catalog of Russian Books,"
American Library Association Bulletin,
XXXXII (April, 1948), 181.
Discusses the plan in the compilation of
a union catalog of Russian books which is
entrusted to the State Lenin Library of
Moscow for execution.
S52n Stein, J. W., "Soviet Librarian," Library Journal.
LXXVII (February 1, 1952), 164-167.
Concerned with Russian librarians who
are used skillfully by the Central Committee
of the Bolshevik Party to educate the
workers, and to spread party doctrines.
S53o "Russian Libraries," Library of Congress. Information
Bulletin, XII No. 5 (April 13, 1953), 8-10.
A brief introduction to the State Lenin
Library of the USSR in Moscow.
S53p Whitby, Thomas J., "National Bibliography in the
U.S.S.R.," Library Quarterly, XXIII CJanuary,
1953), 16-22.
Deals with the publication program of
the Book Chamber in the area of national
bibliography.
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S54q Dewton, J. L., "Cataloging in Soviet Russia,"
Library of Congress. Information Bulletin,
XIII No. 3 (January 18, 1954), 6-8,
Discussion of the Soyiet theory of li¬
brary science which has, in cataloging, al¬
ways followed the principle of partisanship,
based on the ideological-political task of
libraries.
S54r "Library Organization in the Soviet Union," UNESCO
Bulletin for Libraries, VIII (May-June,
1954), E53-E55.
General information on six different
types of libraries in the Soviet Union.
S54s Liepina, Rita G., "Scientific Dociimentation in the
Soviet Union," American Documentation. V
(April, 1954), 71-79.
A survey of the basis of Soviet writings
on the various aspects of documentation.
S55t "Revision of Cataloging Rules in the Soviet Union,"
UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries, IX (November-
December, 1955), 237-240.
Report of the rules for the entry and
alphabetical cataloging of printed works
which are being worked out by an Inter-
Library Cataloging Commission in Russia.
S56u Benton, ¥., "William Benton Reports on Russian
Libraries," Library Journal, LXXXI (November
15, 1956), 2650-2651.
Deals with the visit to the Leningrad
Library. The author is impressed by the
concentrated zeal on the part of the readers
in this library.
S56v Glenn, F., "Report from Moscow," Publishers' Weekly,
CIXX (October 1, 1956), 1674.
General information on Russian libraries
is given by a Kansas City bookseller, Frank
Glenn> who visited Moscow in the s^unmer of
1956.
S56w Malia, Martin W., "Report on the Principal Results of
[an] Acquisitions Trip to the U.S.S.R.,"'
Library of Congress. Information Bulletin
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Supplement, XV (July 16, 1956), 389-392.
Discusses the book exchange possibilities
between Russian libraries and American libra¬
ries .
S56x Sutton, H., "Tourist in Russia; Big Brother's Five-
Foot Shelf: Lenin Library," Saturday Review,
XXXIX (February 18, 1956), 40-42.
General information on the Lenin State
Library.
S56y Whitby, Thomas J., "Evolution and Evaluation of a
Soviet Classification," Library Quarterly,
XXVI (April, 1956), 118-127.
A survey of the evolution of Soviet
classification with the conclusion that it
is highly unlikely that a new and different
approach to the organization of knowledge is
possible in view of the dominance of Marxism-
Leninism in Soviet classification.
S57z Barasenkov, V., "Saltykov-Scedrin State Public
Library, Leningrad," UNESCO Bulletin for
Libraries, XI (February-March, 1957), 32-35.
An introduction to the activities per¬
formed by the Saltykov-Scedrin State Public
Library in Leningrad.
S57aa Beyerly, Elizabeth, "Documentation of Western Sci¬
ence in the Soviet Union," American Documen¬
tation. VIII (April, 1957), 98-102.
A survey of Russian documentation
sources shows that the Russians have an
organized, and more than short-range, inter¬
est in Western science.
S57ab Kuharkov, N., "Copyright Deposit and Related Services
The All-Union Book Chamber of the U.S.S.R.,"
UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries, XI (January,
1957), 2-4.
Description of the functions of the All-
Union Book Chamber of the U.S.S.R. in the
fields of bibliography and cataloging.
S57ac Malia, Martin E., "Soviet Research Libraries,"
Library Journal, LXXXII (November 15, 1957),
2892.
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Three types of research libraries in
Russia namely public or national academy of
science, and university libraries are dis¬
cussed.
S57ad O'Brien, C. B., "Russian Libraries--the Door Swings
Open," College & Research Libraries, XVIII
(May, 1957), 217-221.
With the partial lifting of restrictions
in 1955, hundreds of Americans have been
permitted to enter the Soviet Union. It is
hoped that the door which was partially open
in 1955 will remain unclosed.
S58ae Baumanis, A. and Roger, A. R., "Soviet Classifica¬
tion and Cataloging," Library Quarterly,
XXVIII (July, 1958), 172-186.
Discusses the Soviet system of the
structure of knowledge. Bibliographic or¬
ganization envisions a classification of
library-book resources deviating consider¬
ably from any existing classification.
S58af
, Chernysheva, Y., "Soviet School Libraries," School
Libraries, VIII (October, 1958), 13-14-
General information on the Soviet school
libraries.
S58ag Gorokhoff, R. I., "School Libraries in the U.S.S.R.,"
School Libraries, VIII (October, 1958), 12+.
Deals with school libraries in the Soviet
Union in various aspects of the classified
catalog, censorship, and functions of school
librarians.
S58ah Machelson, Sonya G., "Chemical Doc\imentation in the
U.S.S.R.," American Documentation, IX
(January, 1958), 20-22.
The voltime of chemical publications is a
matter of great concern not only to Western
chemists, but to Soviet chemists as well,
and Soviet "doc\uaentalists" are trying to
find ways and means to solve their problem.
S58ai Maichel, Karol, "Russian Current Bibliographies,
1772-1917," Library Quarterly. XXVIII
(January, 1958), 38-44.
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An attempt to familiarize the American
librarian with the rather complicated topic
of Russian current bibliography from its
beginnings to the Bolshevik Revolution of
1917.
S58aj Maichel, Karol, "Russian Retrospective Bibliographies"
Library Quarterly. XXVIII (April, 1958), 122-
131.
Since no single comprehensive retrospec¬
tive Russian bibliography exists, it is neces¬
sary to piece one together from various more
limited works. This is what this article at¬
tempts to do.
S58ak "Medical Libraries in the U.S.S.R.," UNESCO Bulletin
for Libraries. XII (February, 1958), 41-42.
A brief survey of Soviet medical libra¬
ries with emphasis placed on the State Central
Library of Medical Science.
S58al Whitby, Thomas J., "Impressions from a Library Tour
of the Soviet Union," District of Columbia
Libraries, XXIX (October, 1958), 65-69.
Deals With various aspects of Russian
libraries such as catalogs, classification,
, and library education.
S58am Whitby, Thomas J., "Libraries and Bibliographical
Projects in the Communist Bloc," Library
Quarterly, XXVIII (October, 1958), 277-294.
Since World War II the influence of
Soviet ideology and practices in the fields
of library science and bibliography has been
increasing steadily, if unevenly, in the mem¬
ber states of the Communist bloc.
S59an Backus, 0. P., Ill, "Recent Experiences with Soviet
Libraries and Archives," College & Research
Libraries. XX (November, 1959), 469-473.
Concerned with the potentiality for book
exchange between American libraries and
Russian libraries.
S59ao Kent, Allen and Iberall, A. S., "Soviet Docvimentation,"
American Documentation, X (January, 1959),
1-19.
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Discussion of the Soviet program in docu¬
mentation emphasizing the great importance
of the problems of utilizing the world's sci¬
entific and technical information.
S59ap Kent, Charles D., "Leningrad State Library Institute,
Library Journal, LXXXIV (November 15, 1959),
3528-3530.
A brief report on a Russian library train
ing program at Leningrad State Library Insti¬
tute .
S59aq Levine, Irving R., "View of Soviet Libraries,"
Saturday Review. XXXXII (April 11, 1959),
15-16.
Deals with Soviet public libraries
through statistics collected and a visit to
a neighborhood library.
S59ar Litchfield, Edward H., "Report on Russian Libraries,"
Library Journal. DQCXIV (January 15, 1959),
161.
Discussion of the rich collections in
Soviet university libraries.
S59as Maichel, Karol, "Bibliographical Listing of Printed
Material in the U.S.S.R.," American Slavic
and Eastern European Review, XXIII (Febru¬
ary, 1959), 95-110.
A survey of the history and present state
of the bibliographical listing of printed
matter in the Soviet Union.
S59at Maichel, Karol, "Listing of Scientific Literature in
Soviet National Bibliographies," Special
Libraries, L (January, 1959), 13-15.
To familiarize the North American science
librarian with the material on all aspects of
scientific endeavor that is listed in the na¬
tional bibliographies of the Soviet Union.
S59au Skrypnev, N., "Krupskaja State Library Institute,
Leningrad," UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries.
XIII (April, 1959), 84-86.
An introduction to the Krupskaja State
Library Institute, Leningrad which celebrated
its fortieth anniversary in December, 1958.
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S59av "Statistics on Stilts," Bookmark (Idaho), XII (Decem¬
ber, 1959), 48.
Discusses the exaggeration of Soviet
book statistics.
S59aw Whitby, Thomas J., "Soviet Libraries Today," American
Library Association Bulletin, LIII (June,
1959), 485-489.
An American observer looks at the place
of libraries in Soviet government and society.
S60ax Beyerly, Elizabeth, "Soviet Bibliographical Projects,"
American Documentation, XI (January, 1960),
44-54.
Discusses two sources which are biblio¬
graphies of Soviet retrospective biblio¬
graphies .
S60ay Beyerly, Elizabeth, "Soviet Library Literature: A
Survey of Selected Manuals of Methodology,"
Library Quarterly. XXX (July, 1960), 173-187.
The Soviet librarians have enriched the
profession of library science with their con¬
tributions to operational research; this is
amply illustrated by the variety, and niimber
of methodological manuals.
S60az Chestnut, Charlotte F., "Russian Libraries," Alabama
Librarian, XI (July, 1960), 68-69.
General information on Soviet libraries
which are divided by the author into two
categories: mass libraries and special li¬
braries .
S60b Fediai, V., "Expansion of Library Service in the
U.S.S.R.," American Library Association^
Bulletin. LIV (May, 1960), 379-381.
Report of the decision of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the
U.S.S.R. to reorganize the entire Soviet
library system.
S60bb Guy, A. G., "Sources of Metallurgical Literature in
the Soviet Union," Special Libraries. LI
(December, 1960), 532-536.
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Deals with Soviet metallurgical libraries
which are operated in an atmosphere of de¬
votion to the communistic ideal.
S60bc "Library Training in the U.S.S.R.," UNESCO Bulletin
for Libraries. XIV (November, 1960), 271-273.
Describes the library training in the
U.S.S.R. in terms of library schools,
practical work, and curriculum.
S60bd "Moscow. All-Union State Library of Foreign Litera¬
ture comp. List of the Principal Libraries
in the USSR," UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries,
XIV (March, 1960), 91-93.
A list of the principal libraries in the
USSR compiled by the All-Union State Library
of Foreign Literature.
S60be Neil, Alice V., "Some Outstanding Russian Libraries,"
Bookmark. XIX (January, 1960), 85-87.
A brief introduction of some major li¬
braries in Russia.
S60bf Wakeman, John, "Talking Points," Wilson Library
Bulletin, XXXIV (February, 1960), 430.
Compares the American library boards and
the Russian library boards and warns of the
danger of the former following the path of
the latter.
S60bg Whitby, Thomas J., "Expanding Network of Engineering
Libraries in the Soviet Union," Special
Libraries. LI (December, I960), 537-539.
The basis for the currently expanding
system of engineering libraries is the re¬
cent division and subdivision of the USSR
into economic regions and economic adminis¬
trative districts.
S60bh Whitby, Thomas J., "New Directions in Soviet Planned
Bibliography," College & Research Libraries.
XXI (January, 1960), 9-12.
Discusses the Russian bibliographic pro¬
gram which signifies a broad attack on the
major areas of bibliography as they relate
to the seven-year plan for economic, cultural,
and ideological development in the Soviet
Union.
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SeObi Zercaninova, S. A., "International Library Loan
Service of the USSR Lenin State Library,"
UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries, XIV (July,
1960), 170-174.
Describes the role of the Lenin State
Library played in the international library
loan service.
S61bj "American Librarian Delegation to the Soviet Union,"
Library of Congress. Information Bulletin,
XX (June 5, 1961), 331-332.
Report of the American librarian delega¬
tion to the Soviet Union completing its
four-week visit.
S61bk Beliakova, L. A. and Kozulina, 0. V., "Book Preserva¬
tion in USSR Libraries," UNESCO Bulletin for
Libraries, XV (July, 1961), 198-202.
Deals with insect control methods used
in the Lenin State Library and other libraries
in Moscow.
S61bl "Draft Program of the Soviet Communist Party.New
York Library Association, Bulletin,. IX
(September, 1961), 69-72.
More libraries will be set up due to the
draft program of the Soviet Communist Party.
S61bm Dreier, T., "Win the World with Libraries," Library
Journal. LXXXVI (January 15, 1961), 202-203.
Concerned with the esq^ansion of Soviet
libraries since the Bolshevik Revolution.
S61bn Elmer, Minnie, "Notes on Catalogs and Cataloging in
Some Major Music Libraries of Moscow and
Leningrad," Music Library Association Notes,
XVIII (September, 1961), 545-557.
Report of the tremendous wealth of the
music collections in some major music libra¬
ries of Moscow and Leningrad.
S61bo "Library Development in the USSR," Library of Congress.
Information Bulletin, XX (January 30, 1961),
60-61.
A series of developments in the USSR in
regard to the new organization and methodol¬
ogical assistance offered by the Lenin State
Library are described.
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S61bp "Library Service-Russia Children," Library Journal,
LXXXVI (September 15, 1961), 3022-3023.
Deals with the state of library service
for children in Russia.
S61bq Rogers, R. D., "Yes Ivan Reads; First Report of the
American Library Mission to Russia," American
Library Association. Bulletin. LX (July,
1961), 621-624
Mr. Rogers, Chief Assistant Librarian of
Congress, gives an impressionistic report on
the American librarians' tour of the Soviet
Union.
S61br "Seven-year Plan for Bibliographical Work in the
USSR," UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries. XV
(May, 1961), 148-150.
Discusses the concerted plan drawn by
Soviet libraries and bibliographical insti¬
tutions for the bibliographical work to be
done in the USSR during the period, 1959-
1965.
S61bs "Soviet Exchange," Wilson Library Bulletin, XXXVI
(September, 1961), 18.
The seven American librarians who spent
most of May, 1961, on an official exchange
mission to the Soviet Union found much to
admire in Soviet libraries and quite a lot
to condemn.
S61bt "U. S. Delegation of Librarians to the USSR Gives a
Preliminary Report," New York Library Associ¬
ation. Bulletin. IX (September, 1961), 62-63.
Report of part of the findings of the
group of seven American librarians who
toured the USSR in an official exchange
mission.
S61bu "U. S. Librarians Touring Soviet Libraries," Library
of Congress. Information Bulletin. XX (June
12, 1961), 334-335.
Concerned with seven American librarians
touring in the Soviet Union in May, 1961.
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S62bv Alksnis, G., "Soviet Russian Children's Libraries:
A Survey of Recent Russian Sources/' Library
Quarterly. XXXII (October, 1962), 287-301.
Discussion of goals and methods for
children's libraries in Soviet Russia.
S62bw Franklin, R. D. and Snyden, J. ¥., "Cordial Exchange
with Leningrad Librarians," Library Journal.
LXXXVII (February 15, 1962), 720-722.
Describes the book exchanges between the
Leningrad State Pt±)lic Library and the
Toledo Public Library in the United States.
S62bx Gavriclov, N. and Bugrova, I., "A Soviet View of
American Libraries," Library Journal,
LXXXVII (February 15, 1962, 703-707.
Discussion of American public libraries
by two Russian librarians touring in the
United States in an official exchange
mission.
S62by Horecky, P. L., "Soviet Library Literature; A General
Survey of Some Recent Trends and Examples,"
Library Journal. LXXXVII (February 15, 1962),
715-719.
A brief sampling of some recent works
which seem relevant because they are charac¬
teristic of contemporary Soviet patterns of
library thought.
S62bz "Lenin Library Celebrates Centennial This Month,"
Library Journal. LXXXVII (July, 1962), 2511-
2512.
Deals with the Lenin State Library which
celebrated its centennial on July 1, 1962.
S62ca "Report on Russian Library Automation at Z-39 Com¬
mittee Meeting," Library Journal. LXXXVII
(January 1, 1962), 69-70.
Concerned with the present situation of
Russian library automation.
S62cb Rudomino, Margarita, "Moscow's New Library of Foreign
Literature," Library Journal. LXXXVII (Febru¬
ary 15, 1962), 712-714.
Describes the new seven-story building
for the Foreign Literature Library of Moscow.
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S62cc Salgaller, E., "Browsing in the Card Catalogue of
the University of Tiflis (Tbilisi)/' The
Modern Language Journal, XXXXVI (January,
1962), 41-42.
Report of the censorship practiced in
the library of the University of Tiflis.
S62cd Skrypnyev, N., "Higher Library Education in the
USSR," Library Journal, LXXXVII (February
15, 1962), 707-711.
General information on four library in¬
stitutes which play the chief role in the
training of librarians and bibliographers
with higher qualifications.
S62ce West, Charles R., Jr., "Soviet Libraries," Arkansas
Libraries, XIX (July, 1962), 6-11.
Deals with Russian libraries both in
cities and in villages.
S63cf Berdnikova, K. and Kracek, R., "Catalogues for
Children and Young People in the Lenin State
Library of the USSR," UNESCO Bulletin for
Libraries, XVII (March, 1963), 65-69..
Discusses the contents, organization and
layout and the catalogue for children and
young people in the Lenin State Library.
S63cg "Impressive Power of Soviet Libraries Reported by
U. S. Delegates to Russia," Library Journal,
LXXXVIII (February 1, 1963), 528-529.
Although Soviet libraries in general
seemed less inventive and less interesting
than the libraries of most Western countries,
their power to carry out a national program
is highly impressive.
S63ch Orlov, Vladimir N., "Soviet Libraries and Librarian-
ship. By M. J. Ruggles and R. C. Swank.
Review,"Library Journal. LXXXVIII (February
15, 1963), 724-727.
Review of the new ALA piablication,
"Soviet Libraries and Librarianship," by a
Russian librarian.
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S63ci Palmer, F. M., "Soviet Libraries and Librarianship.
By M. J. Ruggles and R. C. Swank. Review,"
Wilson Library Bulletin, XXXVII (May, 1963),
786.
Review of the ALA publication, "Soviet
Libraries and Librarianship," by an American
librarian.
S63cj "Report from Russia: American Librarians Visit to the
USSR," Wilson Library Bulletin. XXXVII
(February, 1963), 452+.
Librarianship in Russia shows an emphasis
towards group conformity rather than indivi¬
dual initiative in the development of new and
more effective techniques.
S63ck "Teaching about Libraries in the Regional Children's
Library at Krasnodar (U.S.S.R.)," UNESCO
Bulletin for Libraries. XVII (July, 1963),
254-255.
Report of a great deal of work that has
been done to promote the skills connected
with reading and the use of books at the
Ignatovy Brothers regional children's library
at Krasnodar, USSR.
S63cl "U. S. Librarians Publish Report of Trip to USSR,"
Piiblishers' Weekly, CLXXXIII No. 2 (January
14, 1963), 51-52.
Deals with the report, "Soviet Libraries
and Librarianship," written by Melville J.
Ruggles and Raynard C. Swank.
S63cm Wepsiec, Jan, "Some Recent Guides to Russian Publi¬
cations; Review Article," Library (Quarterly.
XXXIII (July, 1963), 272-276.
Discussion of some bibliographies of
Russian publications.
S63cn Wynar, Bohdan S., "Pre-Soviet Bibliographies on Eco¬
nomics," Library Quarterly. XXXII (July,
1963), 258-269.
Concerned with pre-Soviet bibliographies
on economics which show several important
chronological and subject gaps, especially
in the field of industry and related sub¬
jects .
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Y50a Svetozar, C. and Kurth, ¥. H., "Yugoslavian National
Bibliography," Library of Congress. Infonna»
tion Bulletin, IX (July 3, 1950), 16-17.
Report of an entirely new and splendidly
organized bibliography, "Bibliografija
Jugoslavije."
Y59b Bace, Mate, "Yugoslav Bibliographical Institute,"
UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries, XIII (October,
1959), 228-230.
Describes the activities performed by
the Bibliographical Institute of the
People's Federative Republic of Yugoslavia.
Y59c Mevorah, LelaA., "Medical Libraries in Yugoslavia,"
Medical Library Association Bulletin.
XXXXVII (January, 1959), 54-59.
General information on medical libraries
in Yugoslavia.
Y63d Clark, H., "A Yugoslavian Library Faces 20th Century
Problems," Library Journal. LXXXVIII (Febru¬
ary 15, 1963), 718-720.
Concerned with some problems which are
faced by the University Library of Zagreb in
Yugoslavia.
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